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Single photons and entangled photon pairs are a key resource of many quantum secure
communication and quantum computation protocols, and non-Poissonian sources emitting in
the low-loss wavelength region around 1,550 nm are essential for the development of fibre-
based quantum network infrastructure. However, reaching this wavelength window has been
challenging for semiconductor-based quantum light sources. Here we show that quantum dot
devices based on indium phosphide are capable of electrically injected single photon emission
in this wavelength region. Using the biexciton cascade mechanism, they also produce
entangled photons with a fidelity of 87 ± 4%, sufficient for the application of one-way error
correction protocols. The material system further allows for entangled photon generation up
to an operating temperature of 93 K. Our quantum photon source can be directly integrated
with existing long distance quantum communication and cryptography systems, and provides
a promising material platform for developing future quantum network hardware.
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Quantum communication networks
1 are expected to
enable new applications such as cryptography secured by
physical laws2, distributed quantum computing3 and
networks of geographically remote clocks4. An essential building
block for all these applications is a source of pure single photons
and entangled pairs, compatible with the low-loss fibre telecom
window around 1,550 nm. Previous work based on gallium
arsenide quantum dots5–7, colour centres in diamond8 or single
atoms9 has been largely limited to wavelengths unsuitable for
long distance fibre quantum network applications.
Quantum dots (QDs), semiconductor islands capable of con-
fining charges in a discrete energy level structure, are particularly
well-explored in the contexts of quantum communication and
computing. Their implementation in InAs/GaAs, emitting around
900 nm, has provided a rich physical system to demonstrate basic
building blocks of a quantum network, such as individual
entangled photon pairs from electrically driven devices5, photon
sorters6,7 and even entanglement between distant spins10,11.
Further, in contrast to downconversion sources or strongly atte-
nuated laser pulses, their photon emission follows sub-Poissonian
statistics, a pre-requisite for the most efficient quantum crypto-
graphy protocols. However, although efforts have been made to
extend their emission range to longer wavelengths12–15, elec-
trically driven quantum light emission from QDs in the ideal
telecommunication window around 1,550 nm has not been pos-
sible yet.
On the other hand, InP-based devices such as QD lasers readily
reach the 1,550 nm telecom window. For quantum devices, the
challenge is to enable optoelectronic access to individual dots that
produce light with quantum signatures, i.e., single or entangled
photons. In addition, although single photon emission has
been demonstrated under optical excitation from InAs/InP
dots grown by molecular beam epitaxy in the well-explored
Stranski–Krastanow mode16–22, the resulting structures are often
asymmetric dashes or horns, preventing access to the low
intrinsic energy splitting of the photon polarisation states23
needed for entangled photon generation.
Recently, it has been shown that QD growth using metalor-
ganic vapour phase epitaxy (MOVPE), which is the industry
favoured growth method, can create droplet QDs with low fine
structure splitting (FSS)24. Here we extend this growth scheme to
produce the first optoelectronic devices for single and entangled
photon emission in the 1,550 nm telecom window. Furthermore,
we extend the working temperature up to 93 K, allowing opera-
tion with liquid nitrogen or closed-cycle coolers.
Results
Device characterisation. The key features of our device are
described in the cartoon in Fig. 1a, with a detailed fabrication
description given in Methods. The structure is started with a 20-
repeats n-doped distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) grown on the
(001) surface, overgrown with a 3/4-λ intrinsic InP layer, upon
which metallic In is deposited and droplets are formed on the
surface (I.). The droplets are crystallised under AsH3 flow (II.)
and overgrown with a 5/4-λ intrinsic InP region. The device is
finished by a three-repeat p-doped Bragg reflector to complete an
asymmetric 2-λ cavity for enhanced photon extraction (III.). For
optoelectronic operation, mesas are wet-etched to the n-doped
layer, and the n- and p-doped layers are contacted using AuGeNi
I. III.
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Fig. 1 Device and dot characterisation. a Growth and fabrication stages of the device, where In droplets are deposited on an intrinsic InP layer grown on a
20-repeats doped Bragg mirror (I.), crystallised under As flux (II.) and overgrown by an intrinsic InP layer followed by a 3-repeats Bragg reflector (III.).
Finally, mesas are wet-etched and the doped layers gated (IV.). b SEM image of a typical device mesa, with a cross-section through a mesa and a device
overview shown in top panel and inset, respectively. The scale bars give 500 μm for the main panel and 2 μm for the top panel. c Image of the glowing
device taken with an InGaAs camera. The bright spots are individual QDs. d Spectrum of the QD circled in c with exciton (X), biexciton (XX), positively
charged exciton (X+) and negatively charged exciton (X−) labelled. The broad, low-intensity features show the influence of phonon interaction at 44 K35. e
Energy shift of the X (red curve), XX (light blue curve), X+(light grey curve) and X− (grey curve) transitions as a function of quarter wave plate (QWP)
angle (see main text). The transition energy at each QWP angle was determined as the centre energy of a Gaussian fit to the spectrum. The solid blue dots
are the systematic shift-corrected X data points, with the error bars giving the SD derived from the covariance matrix of the Gaussian fit. The solid blue line
gives the result of a fit to the QWP model described in Methods. f Second-order autocorrelation measurement performed on the X line in c
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and CrAu, respectively (IV.). A finished mesa is depicted in the
scanning electron microscopic image in Fig. 1b, with a cross-
section in the top panel clearly showing the layered mirrors
afforded by the (001) growth surface, sandwiching the intrinsic
region and QD layer. An outline of the entire device comprising
14 square mesas is shown in the inset. The resulting diode
structure produces QD electroluminescence (EL) when driven in
forward bias > 1.5 V.
We can discern individual dots in our confocal microscope
system as bright spots on a camera image, as shown in Fig. 1c. A
typical EL spectrum of such a dot consists of bright, sharp, well-
isolated lines, shown in Fig. 1d. The exciton (X) and biexciton
(XX) transitions, upon which quantum entangled light emission
is based, can be identified by monitoring their transition energy as
a function of detected linear polarisation: the finite exciton FSS of
17.7 ± 0.02 μeV for this dot results in a variation in emission
energy as shown in Fig. 1e, where the quarter-wave plate method
described in Methods was used. In contrast, the energy of charged
transitions is independent of detected polarisation. Both the X
and XX transitions have linewidths limited by the spectrometer
resolution (89 μeV) and, after being filtered and guided to our
superconducting single photon detection (SSPD) system, result in
count rates up to 200 kcps. Further details on the specifics of our
setup and detector efficiencies are given in Methods.
To determine the quantum nature of the observed transitions,
we performed intensity autocorrelation (g(2)) measurements, as
shown in Fig. 1f for the exciton transition of the dot in Fig. 1d.
The dip in coincidences for zero delay is well below 0.5, with the
measured g(2)(0)= 0.11 ± 0.02, which proves emission from a
true single photon source. This value does not include corrections
due to dark and background counts or detector jitter and
therefore gives an upper bound to multiphoton emission from
our device. Even without further optimisation, it is suppressed by
almost a factor 10 compared with a Poissonian photon source.
Entangled photon generation. Next, we show that we can gen-
erate entangled photons with our telecom-wavelength diode. We
use the biexciton cascade mechanism25, with the measurement
configuration schematically shown in Fig. 2a and described fur-
ther in Methods. Starting out with the QD in the biexciton state,
radiative recombination of a first electron-hole pair leaves the dot
occupied by a single exciton. Owing to conservation of angular
momentum, the spins of the remaining charge carriers are
entangled with the polarisation of the emitted biexciton photon.
Recombination of the exciton therefore produces a photon in a
polarisation state predefined by the path taken during the first
recombination step, and leads to the emission of entangled
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Fig. 2 Measurement of entanglement fidelity. a Schematic drawing of the entanglement setup. The entangled photons are generated by the biexciton
cascade shown diagrammatically in the first panel. X and XX photons are separated by a diffraction grating and sent to their respective polarisation
sensitive detection units. These consist of electronic polarisation controllers (EPCs) and polarising beam splitters (PBSs) to prepare the detection system in
one of five measurement bases. Polarisation selected photons are measured using superconducting single photon detectors (SSPDs). b Schematic of the
Poincaré sphere, with measured bases indicated by cartoons of the photon polarisation. c, d Co-polarised (blue curves) and cross-polarised (red curves)
biexciton–exciton photon coincidences measured in the HV and DA bases, respectively. e Entanglement fidelity to four maximally entangled states with
phases χ= 0, π/2, π and 3π/2 (light to dark blue curves), as well as to an evolving state (red curve). Pink and purple lines give the classical limit and
uncorrelated values for coincidences, respectively
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photons in the maximally entangled state13
ψB τð Þ
  ¼ 1= ffiffi2p jHXXHXi þ expðiSτ=hÞjVXXVXið Þ: ð1Þ
The phase factor here is acquired during the time τ spent in the
exciton state: the fine structure splitting S between the two spin
states leads to a time-dependent oscillating correlation between
the polarisation of the two photons of the form cos2ðSτ=2hÞ13.
For the dot presented in Fig. 1, the XX–X polarisation
correlations measured in the horizontal/vertical (HV) dot eigen-
basis are shown in Fig. 2c. For negative time delays we find the
expected dip in coincidences, corresponding to the unlikely
arrival of an X photon before a XX photon. For positive time
delays, co-polarised coincidences at their maximum are more
than 10 times stronger than an uncorrelated source and decay for
increasing time delays. This can be understood as follows:
subsequently emitted XX and X photons are only correlated as
long as they stem from the same excitation cycle. If the time delay
between the two photons becomes comparable to the natural
lifetime of the X, or the timescale of any other mechanism
destroying the X population such as re-excitation, the likelihood
of measuring uncorrelated photons increases, until, for long
delays, only uncorrelated photons remain. In contrast to the co-
polarised case, cross-polarised coincidences never significantly
exceed the Poissonian value. The effect of the finite S in this dot is
evident in the polarisation coincidences measured in a super-
position basis, as shown in Fig. 2d for the example of the
diagonal/antidiagonal (DA) basis. For positive delays, the
coincidences follow the oscillatory pattern outlined above. For
the same reasons as the HV case, the envelope decays for
increasing delays.
To prove that emission from our device is entangled and
determine the fidelity to an evolving Bell state13,26, we performed
the same coincidence measurements in three additional bases: the
right- and left-hand circularly polarised and two elliptical bases
(ELDERA and ELAERD) as marked on the Poincaré sphere in
Fig. 2b. For unpolarised dot emission, the degree of correlation
Cmn between the polarisation basis states m and n is derived by
dividing the difference between orthogonal coincidences by their
sum, which gives the contrast between co- and cross-polarised
coincidences. The fidelity to the expected ideal evolving state is
then given by13
F tð Þ¼1
4
1þCHVþ CDACLRð Þcos Sτ
h
 
þ CELDERA CELAERDð Þsin
Sτ
h
  
;
ð2Þ
which also expresses the fidelity to static Bell states for fixed
values of χ ¼ Sτh . The experimental results are shown in Fig. 2e for
both the evolving and the static Bell states. The fidelities of our
two photon emission to all states clearly violate the limit of 0.5
attainable by a classical photon source. The maximum fidelity of
0.87 ± 0.04, more than 9 SD above the classical limit, is obtained
for χ ¼ 0, corresponding to the symmetric Bell state. For the
evolving choice of basis, it is straightforward to see that
entanglement persists for over a nanosecond, eliminating the
need for high-resolution temporal post selection. This even holds
for static measurement bases, where the effect of the FSS can be
effectively erased by employing appropriate measurement
techniques27,28. We also evaluated the corresponding Bell’s
parameters29, where the classical limit of 2 was violated by all
states and a maximum of 2.35 ± 0.27 was reached. For long time
delays, the fidelity drops to the uncorrelated value of 0.25, once
exciton emission from separate excitation cycles begins to
dominate.
For quantum communication applications, error correction
protocols can compensate for the effects of non-perfect entangled
photon sources. For all bases, the fidelity reaches above the
threshold of 70%, corresponding to a quantum bit error rate of
20%, required for two-way protocols30. The entangled light
source is therefore suitable for quantum communication proto-
cols enabling secure data networks protected by the laws of
physics. In addition, for one-way error correction protocols such
as CASCADE to apply, the quantum bit error rate has to be below
11%31, which corresponds to an entanglement fidelity of 83.5%.
This limit is surpassed by both the symmetric and the evolving
bases.
Generating entangled photons at elevated temperatures.
Finally, we show that droplet epitaxy QDs based on InAs/InP are
able to produce entangled photons even at elevated temperatures.
Figure 3a shows the measured fidelity to an evolving Bell state,
while increasing the temperature from 44 K to 99 K, for a con-
stant driving voltage of 1.8 V. The extracted maximum fidelities
for each temperature are given in Fig. 3b and they remain above
the classical limit of 0.5 up to a temperature of 93.6 K. This
indicates that the spin relaxation quenching observed in GaAs
QDs32 does not strongly affect InP based dots and, consequently,
the operating temperature of our entangled photon diode exceeds
those obtained for GaAs devices33.
Two independent effects are limiting the entanglement fidelity
for elevated temperatures in our system. For temperatures below
around 78 K, phonon broadening22 causes photons from
transitions other than X and XX to be emitted at these transition
wavelengths, leading to uncorrelated detection events. As an
example, the spectral broadening at 63 K is shown in the inset to
Fig. 3b. Increasing the temperature also leads to faster decay
timescales of entanglement fidelity, as seen in Fig. 3a, and
quantified by the Gaussian HWHM plotted in Fig. 3c. This is due
to the combined reduction of the timescales involved in the
biexciton dynamics, which is shown for the example of the X
decay time measured from unpolarised XX–X cross-correlations
and shown also in Fig. 3c. It is noteworthy that the entanglement
fidelity persists for longer than the exciton lifetime for all
temperatures below 78 K. This is an indication that uncorrelated
events start to dominate only at timescales longer than the X
decay time, and that other processes disruptive of X population,
such as re-excitation to higher levels, must be present. Around 78
K, the fidelity decay time becomes comparable to the 34 ps timing
resolution of our detectors [blue solid line in Fig. 3c]. The
convolution with the Gaussian detector response then leads to an
effective averaging and decrease of the maximum fidelity beyond
the phonon broadening effect. Higher resolution detector
electronics and pulsed operation, together with a diode structure
optimised for a reduction in X+ intensity, would therefore
increase the operation temperature of an entangled photon light-
emitting diode even further.
Discussion
The InAs/InP droplet epitaxy QD devices we introduce here are
expected to have significant impact in the development of
quantum network technology. Unlike their InAs/GaAs pre-
decessors, their emission wavelength near 1,550 nm will crucially
enable them to interface with established quantum key distribu-
tion technology and extend the reach of quantum networks with
quantum relays and repeaters. Superior performance is antici-
pated compared with light sources based on optical nonlinearities,
by suppression of intrinsic errors due to sub-Poissonian character
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of the emitted light. Pulsed operation of the devices is immedi-
ately feasible once integrated with suitable radio frequency elec-
tronics, as the physical mechanisms remain the same. Further,
their compatibility with standard industry fabrication techniques,
use of materials dominant in 1,550 nm photon detectors and
amenability to miniaturisation and on-chip integration afforded
by electrical operation makes them an attractive and practical
building block for integrated quantum network transceivers, and
engineering of the quantum internet.
Methods
Growth and fabrication of devices. On an InP substrate, we use MOVPE to grow
20 pairs of DBR, each pair consisting of 112 nm of (Al0.30Ga0.70)0.48In0.52As and
123 nm of InP, both n-doped with Si (doping concentration 2 × 1018 cm−3). After a
3/4-λ intrinsic InP layer, formation of In droplets was achieved by supply of In to
the InP surface for 12s, via pyrolysis of trimethylindium at 400 °C, while with-
holding the supply of arsine to the growth chamber. The QD crystallisation process
under arsine overpressure started at 400 °C and carried on until the substrate
reached 500 °C. Next, the dots were capped with 30 nm of InP followed by more
InP at 640 °C. This resulted in a dot density < 109 cm−2. A further 5/4-λ intrinsic
InP was grown to cover the QDs before the cavity was finished off with three
repeats of p-doped top DBR (doping concentration 2 × 1018 cm−3). It is note-
worthy that although the nominal dot composition is pure InAs, we can assume it
is highly likely to be InAsP in reality, as the optical signal of a two-dimensional
layer formed by As/P interchange during dot crystallisation is observed. To contact
to the n-doped layer, about 150 nm of AuGeNi slug was deposited and annealed at
375 °C. The p-doped layer was contacted by depositing around 20 nm of Cr, fol-
lowed by 100 nm of Au. A detailed characterisation of a similar dot growth pro-
tocol for undoped structures was reported earlier24.
Fibre-based confocal microscope. The device is placed in a temperature con-
trolled environment in a He vapour cryostat and navigation to a desired dot is
achieved through an imaging system using an InGaAs camera, which is highly
sensitive in the near-infrared region and piezo-driven xyz stages. Photons are
collected using a confocal microscope with a high-numerical-aperture (NA) lens
(NA=0.68) and coupled to a single-mode fibre that acts as a pinhole. The light is
then guided either to a spectrometer or to a free-space grating setup to single out
the biexction and exciton photons with a wavelength resolution ~ 0.5 nm. The light
is then fibre-coupled again and sent to electrical polarisation controllers to prepare
the light in one of the five basis states, before being polarisation filtered at a
polarising beam splitter and sent to SSPDs with efficiencies ranging from 45% to
60% and timing jitters between 60–68 ps as determined from the full-width at half-
maximum of a Gaussian fit. Photon arrival times are registered and compared
using a time interval analyser (smallest time bin 32 ps).
QD transition identification. Neutral excitons and biexcitons are easily assigned a
transition through the FSS measurement described in the main text. Positively and
negatively charged excitons are identified by the behaviour at higher temperatures,
where the positively charged exciton becomes more prominent as the limiting holes
are supplied at greater abundance for elevated temperatures. Other less intense
lines are due to further charged transitions as well as other dots nearby.
FSS measurement. Our method uses a quarter wave plate and subsequent
polariser directly in front of the spectrometer, as opposed to the more commonly
used half wave plate/polariser combination. It has the advantage that elliptical
polarisations can be detected, which allows us to correct for birefringence in our
setup optics. The measured energy deviation ΔE from the mean energy ε of a state
with polarisation p (typically zero) as a function of the quarter wave plate angle χ,
with fitting parameters θ and ϕ describing the polarisation rotation and acquired
phase shift caused by the setup optics, respectively, is given by24
ΔE χð Þ ¼ E χð Þ  ε ¼ s2
2pþcos θð1þcos 4χÞþsin θ sin 4χ cosϕ2 sin θ sin 2χ sin ϕ
2þp cos θð1þcos 4χÞþp sin θ sin 4χ cos ϕ2p sin θ sin 2χ sin ϕ
	 

:
ð3Þ
Calibration of the polarisation states. For the calibration of the electronic
polarisation controllers, a polarised light source was used to mimic QD emission.
Its polarisation was aligned with the QD axes for the calibration of the HV basis
and then set to the desired basis using a half wave plate followed by a quarter wave
plate. The electronic polarisation controllers were independently varied in each
basis to minimise transmission through the polarising beam splitters, effectively
mapping the desired basis to the HV system. Co- and cross-polarised measure-
ments were then taken using the transmission and reflection arms of the fibre based
beam splitter. In practice, small deviations in the EPC alignment from the QD
bases can occur, which are responsible for small admixtures of photons measured
in bases other than the intended. This is the reason that remaining signatures of
evolving states (oscillations) are observed in the HV correlations in Fig. 2c.
Data availability. The data that support the findings of this study are available on
the Cambridge research repository Apollo with the identifier DOI 10.17863/
CAM.1733034.
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